Genomic sequencing analysis of preserved barley samples containing barley stripe mosaic virus (BSMV) that were recovered from 750-year-old archaeological materials in Egypt shows this virus to be far older than thought, according to Robin Allaby of the University of Warwick in Warwick, United Kingdom, and his collaborators there and in Egypt and China. Not only does this analysis revise thinking about the origins of BSMV, it also suggests that biologists pay greater heed to archaeological specimens when estimating rates of evolution and the likely emergence of other species, he notes. Details appeared 6 February 2014 in Nature (doi:10.1038/srep04003).
BSMV was recovered from barley found at Qasr Ibrim, a site so arid that it seemed conducive to preserving the vulnerable RNA genome of this virus, according to Allaby and his collaborators. Qasr Ibrim was in Nubia-now part of modern Egypt-during the seventh Crusade, one of the few instances when European troops marched into North Africa, presumably bringing a substantial supply of barley as part of their food supply. "Qasr Ibrim was a frontier town, with a whole bunch of cultures coming through-Egyptian, Roman, and Christian," Allaby says. "It wasn't our fırst intention to go looking for viruses, but to look for RNA, and my student found a few fragments of this virus, so we went back into the dataset and found the entire genome.
"This [currently circulating BMSV] virus was discovered only about 100 years ago, and if you examine genomic sequences from modern samples, it
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Gut Microbiota Studies: Host Interactions and Rapid Adaptations
The microorganisms of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract continue to be in the research limelight. Recent highlights include:
• The phytase enzyme of Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron, a gut bacterium, is packaged in outer membrane vesicles, keeping it intact and allowing it to interact with host intestinal epithelial cells to promote intracellular calcium ion signaling, according to would appear that it's only about 150 years old," Allaby continues. Upon a comparison with samples sequenced from the archaeological record, however, researchers concluded that BMSV diverged from its ancestors about 2,000 years ago, probably originated in the Near East or North Africa, and later spread to North America and East Asia along with host plants along trade routes. "One caveat," says Thomas Gilbert of the Natural History Museum of Denmark at the University of Copenhagen. "When using an old sample, they derived a certain age for BMSV, but we can't say what we could get if we used an even older sample, which might march the calculations back ever further. This illustrates a very dangerous assumption you can make when you can estimate things about the past from present-day materials." For example, using contemporary samples, scientists thought that HIV originated in the 1930s, he adds. "But when scientists stumbled upon tissues from a hospital in the Congo, they were able to calculate its time of origin as between 1890 and 1900." "BSMV occurs globally, and leads to a pretty substantial loss of agricultural yield," Allaby says. It may be that BMSV did not become well established in agriculture until a threshold of intensity had been crossed in terms of density of barley stands and fıeld sizes, he and his collaborators speculate. It "could have been the demands on the local agricultural economy of the medieval war machines that required an extensive associated supporting population aside from the armies themselves that caused such a threshold to be crossed."
John Otrompke is a freelance writer in Chicago, Ill. The phages were recovered from fecal samples obtained in latrines dating to the 1300s that were excavated as part of an urban renewal project in the city of Namur, Belgium, Desnues says. The communities of phage within the coprolite are taxonomically different from those in modern samples, she adds. Nonetheless, the phage DNA sequences obtained from materials in the coprolite are related to viruses found in contemporary stools, including those of both commensal and pathogenic bacteria, and they appear to encode recognizable functions. That fınding reinforces the hypothesis that the viral community plays a fundamental role within the human gastrointestinal (GI) tract, and one which remained relatively constant, even while the human diet and other conditions were changing over several centuries, she says.
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Phages in 14th-
Jeremy Barr of San Diego State University agrees, noting that the fındings bolster the idea that interactions of humans with the bacteria and phage
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